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Honorable Members in Session
SUBJECT:

Phase II Report: Action Program
1985 Housing Rehabilitation Program Evaluation
Program Changes, Funding Plan, and Work Program

SUMMARY

This reports presents: (1) the Phase II Report of the 1985
Housing Rehabilitation Program Evaluation, (2) a brief report
back on staff's findings and recommendations regarding the issues
of mandatory code enforcement and targeting, and (3) a funding
cap on out-of-target area expenditures designed to maintain
funding for target area rehab loans.
The Phase II Report, shown as Exhibit A, outlines the specific
program changes needed to carry out the general recommendations
of the recently approved 1985 Housing Rehabilitation Program
Evaluation. These changes will both streamline the delivery of
services and adapt the program to better serve low-income
householders, thereby making housing rehabilitation more
effective as a major tool for low-income housing preservation and
as a pivotal strategy for neighborhood revitalization.
The attached resolution (1) approves and adopts the Phase II
Report, including its program changes and work program, and this
attached staff report; and (2) instructs staff to support all
efforts to strengthen health nuisance and substandard building
abatement in target areas.
BACKGROUND

The Phase II Report contains the Action Program required to
effectively implement the goals set forth in the recently

approved Housing Rehabilitation Evaluation. As you may recall,
the major findings of the Evaluation were:
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1.

Over 18,000 units currently reauire rehabilitation to
prevent the loss of this type of affordable housing stock
through deterioration. This figure is higher than any
previous estimate, underscoring the need to-have a much
greater level of program production to meet'the ever
increasing housing demand.

2.

New housing construction does not currently meet demand
and, most particularly, cannot meet the low income
housing demand in either affordability or overall supply.
This situation is compounded by cutbacks and/or
termination of almost every state or federally subsidized
housing production program. Housing rehabilitation,
therefore, remains the one major program available to
retain existing affordable housing.

3.

The need for rehabilitation and concentrations of lower
income persons are widely dispersed within the County and
to some extent within the City. Within the . City, a 10
census tract area of greatest need has been identified.
Within this area, 6,276 units require rehabilitation
comprising 34% of the overall units requiring
rehabilitation. The remaining 12,000 units-are scattered
throughout the City and County.
In addition, low and moderate income households are
scattered (particularly in the County). For example,
only 17.6% of the low-income persons within the City live
in the five CDBG target areas. In the County, only 15.8%
live in the target areas with the balance dispersed
throughout the County. This indicates some positive
level of economic integration has occurred; however,
cycles of disinvestment are occurring throughout the City
and County which, if unchecked, could lead to not only
loss of important housing resources but also to the
creation of new, scattered pockets of distress. The
Rehabilitation Evaluation, for instance, identifies 24
tracts in which 30 percent of the units require
rehabilitation assistance; 10 of these are the most
severe. However, field visits to the remaining 14 tracts
reveal the need for preventive maintenance through
rehabilitation financing for lower income households.

4.

The above findings underscore the need for a revised
rehabilitation program which addresses areawide housing
preservation needs and which seeks to provide more
attractive programs and specialized marketing for rehab
target areas and redevelopment project areas.

(2)
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5

Since 1975, the current rehabilitation program has been a
"targeted" program. While limited success has been
realized, program "drop-out" rate is high. The most
frequent reason for this is the current "full code
compliance" requirement of our program which asks low
income homeowners to borrow more money than they feel
comfortable borrowing. The Evaluation and follow-up
proposed program changes recommend: (1) requiring
life-threatening improvements only, (2) advising the
homeowners of additional code work which they may chose
to correct now or at a future date without obligation,
and (3) seeks to alleviate unnecessary barriers to
eligibility related to title and income (particularly for
single-parent families). These changes were developed
based on experience within our current target areas, and
they are designed to meet the needs of lower income
households within these areas and throughout the County.

6. Certain families living outside of target areas who
depend solely on Supplemental Security Income (S.S.I.) or
Aid to Families with Dependent Children (A.F.D.C.)
receive too much income to qualily for our current
out-of-area Rehab Loan Program or EmergencyRepair
Program. This clearly demonstrates that our income
requirements of 50 per cent of median or below are too
stringent and should be changed.
B. SHRC Concerns and Report Back: During its review of the
Evaluation, the Commission expressed two concerns requiring
further research: (1) How can a revised rehabilitation program
continue to meet neighborhood revitalization needs, and (2) is
code enforcement in these areas necessary and feasible?
1. Neighborhood Revitalization: As you know, the goals of
the housing rehabilitation program have historically been
to assist in overall target area revitalization as well
as to conserve housing. In some areas, strides in
revitalization have been achieved through concentrated
capital improvements, health nuisance abatement, and
housing rehabilitation. We believe neighborhood
revitalization is, and should continue to be, one of this
Agency's foremost missions. We also have found that
revitalization cannot be achieved solely through housing
rehabilitation but rather through comprehensive economic
and physical change brought about by long-term and
coordinated economic development, physical improvement,
and housing rehabilitation.
As a result, since our July workshop, staff has
researched how the rehabilitation program can be more
effective as a long-term housing preservation program and
a neighborhood revitalization program. Staff recommends
the following related to neighborhood revitalization:
(3)
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a.

Continue the Concentrated Housing Rehabilitation
Program within target areas. This program,
instituted in 1984, allows expanded income
eligibility (up to 120% of medium income) within
small sections of our current target areas.
Expanded income limits were combined with
concentrated marketing undertaken by staff, the
TACs, and the PACs. The pilot program was not as
successful as staff had hoped. Feedback received
recently, primarily from the Oak Park PAC (one of
the most successful program areas), indicates the
following: (1) length and complexity of the
application process is a deterrent, (2) "full code"
compliance is too costly for many homeowners, and
(3) neighborhood investment decisions are based on
need (e.g. roof leaking now) or faith in improved
neighborhood conditions. Overall, for
effectiveness, the mechanics of the prbgram need
adjustment.
In light of our recommendations to streamline, to
require correction of life-threatening problems
only, and to eliminate certain title-related
barriers to eligibility, staff now recommends
retention of the program. With these changes, the
program should be more marketable. In addition,
staff recommends that, where possible, concentrated
rehab areas be selected concurrently and
conterminous with new capital improvements and
nuisance abatement enforcement as a means of
encouraging confidence in neighborhood change.

b.

Establish a Demonstration Paint Program in Oak Park
and Del Paso Heights: In these two areas, it is
proposed to utilize tax-increment funds for a paint
rebate (e.g., required exterior painting materials
costs returned to homeowner at conclusion of
rehabilitation process). This will serve not only
as a marketing tool but also to increase the
visibility of rehabilitated units. It is further
recommended that this program be heavily marketed in
the Concentrated Rehab Areas to support that
program. Finally, after a year's operation the
program should be evaluated for application in
non-redevelopment areas.

(4)
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c. Support all efforts to strengthen health nuisance
abatement in taru_t areas and participate in
discussions with city staff regarding more stringent
code enforcement. (See discussion of Code
Enforcement, Section 2 below).
2.

Code Enforcement: Also upon request from the Commission,
staff has briefly researched mandatory code enforcement.
In general, we believe mandatory full code compliance (UBC,
etc.) on all units is undesirable for the following
reasons:
a.

Full code compliance is extremely costly to
property owners, particularly low-income
homeowners. Even if owners were referred to our
rehabilitation financing programs, costs are still
high and may exceed our program's budgetary
capability to assist all referrals, particularly
with impending budget cuts.

b.

In addition to the direct costs of code
compliance, the staffing costs are high and
potentially beyond the scope of the CDBG program.
The costs of full mandatory code enforcement would
consume more of our limited CDBG funds for code
enforcement administration, thereby reducing the
budget for more positive support programs such as
loans, public services, capital improvements, and
economic development. Legal costs and relocation
costs are additional budget items which would
impact CDBG's already declining budget.

c.

For owner-occupants, the community may become
divided over a "forced" situation. For renters,
we are particularly concerned about displacement
in view of the fact that our source of funds for
rental rehabilitation financing is the HUD Rental
Program which by federal legislation prohibits the
use of rent regulatory agreements.

Nonetheless, staff does recommend enhancing enforcement in
the area of basic health and safety through the Nuisance
Abatement Program and, in particular, developing better
enforcement for landlords who persistently violate health and
safety codes. Should your Commission desire, staff will
prepare further research for such a program in conjunction
with both City and County staff.

(5)
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The major obstacles in establishing such a program would be
funding the staff for inspections and court procedures and
providing financing for the owners. The City of San Jose has
solved the first problem by charging a nominal annual
occupancy fee to rental owners for each unit in complexes of
two or more; this fee then funds the enforcement operation
Other solutions would possibly be discovered through
additional research.
But the second problem may defy solution especially in our
City areas of greatest need. Without deep subsidies, the
cost of rehab will, in most cases, force the owners to
increase rents which could displace the tenants in these
areas, many of whom our consultant found can't afford the
rents they are now paying. As stated in the evaluation
report, funds for deep subsidies are diminishing, and those
which remain prohibit the use of rental agreements.
3. Adequate rehab financing within target areas. Out of concern
for maintaining adequate funds for rehab loans within target
areas, the staff and a specially appointed committee of the
Commission have worked out the following policy:
a. The areawide program as proposed in the Action Program
will be accompanied by a tentative funding cap on out-of-area
expenditures of 75 per cent of all loan funds; this cap will,
therefore, secure at least 25 per cent of available funds for
financing loans within rehab target areas and redevelopment
project areas.
(The out-of-area funding cap is established at 75 per cent
based on two factors: (1) actual demand for financial
assistance under the current, limited areawide program, and
(2) the wide dispersal of low-income persons throughout the
City and the County.
During the first half of 1985, although the areawide program
was not marketed and although it is available only to
low-income homeowners (those earning up to 50 per cent of
median), 55 Per cent of all loans and grants were made to
owners living outside of target areas indicating a strong
areawide demand. Additionally, our statistics show that many
more low-income people live outside of target areas than in:
approximately 83 and 85 percent respectively of City and
County low- to moderate-income residents (those earning up to
80 percent of median) live outside of target areas.
Therefore, in order to support the area's economic
integration by providing low-income rehab assistance areawide
while simultaneously securing substantial funds for target
area revitalization, staff recommends beginning the revised
program with a 75 percent cap on out-of-area expenditures).
(6)
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b. To ensure that actual expenditures approximate the ratios
established in the cap, staff will monitor expenditures and
will report these results and marketing efforts to the
Commission quarterly. If expenditures indicate that demand
in either area varies significantly from assumptions made in
the cap, the Commission will adjust the cap to balance
funding accordingly. This will prevent our turning
applicants away from one program because funds are
unavailable while funds in the other program remain unspent.
c. To ensure that funding is distributed between low-income
and moderate-income homeowners and that low-income homeowners
are being adequately served, staff will also mohitor and
report expenditures on the basis of recipient's-income
categories.
C. Action Program For Changing The Housing Rehabilitation
Program:
As can be seen from both the Housing Rehabilitation
Evaluation and the concerns of the SHRC, substantial changes
in our rehabilitation program are needed to address the ever
increasing need to preserve affordable housing throughout the
City and County and to support the overall neighborhood
revitalization efforts of the Redevelopment and CDBG
Divisions. The primary goal of both the Evaluation and the
Action Program is to increase productivity, both within
target areas and in low-income housing units throughout the
City and County.
Our first step in analyzing means of increasing productivity
was to learn how other localities have achieved high
production levels. We, therefore, visited or conferred by
telephone with operators of highly productive programs in
several other jurisdictions.
We first visited the City of Fresno's program. Changes
recently instituted in this program have significantly
increased production. Although these changes had been
operational for only a few months when we visited, more than
half of the funds budgeted for the year were already
committed to cases under construction. Previously, the
program had had difficulty finding borrowers for its loans
with only 10 percent of the applications actually becoming
construction cases.

.(7)
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The operators credit their success to a number of innovations.
First, they have consolidated and improved intake and screening
procedures in order to qualify genuinely serious applicants and
to prevent those who will drop out later from proceeding into the
process. Second, they have developed financial packages to help
a broader range of owners including the most needy but credit
worthy. Third, and perhaps most important, they have enlarged
the program's geographical area. Fourth, they have developed an
effective electronic data collection, storage, and reporting
system to improve management of the entire program. And, fifth,
they have streamlined their rental rehab process and are planning
to also streamline the owner-occupied program in the near future.
Next, we visited rehab programs in the City of Pittsburgh and the
County of Allegheny, Pennsylvania, the two programs most
frequently identified as the nation's most effective, productive,
and progressive. Since 1977, the City of Pittsburgh (population
approximately 400,000) has rehabilitated more than 24,000 units
of which more than 15,000 have involved substantial rehab. The
County of Allegheny (population approximately one million,
excluding the city of Pittsburgh) also maintains high production;
in 1984 they substantially rehabbed 1,469 units. These levels
have been achieved with staffs of 19 and 26 members respectively.
Several factors account for this high productivity. Both
jurisdictions provide substantial financial resources for
rehabilitation loans. In addition to allocating a portion of
their comparatively large COBG grants to rehab, they have issued
more than $100 million in tax-exempt rehab bonds since 1978.
From these resources, they provide loans to address the varied
financing needs of owners earning up to 120% of median income.
Both areas enjoy stable neighborhoods where most resident
families have lived for generations; these neighborhoods have
strong identities, prolific informal communication lines, and
dynamic formal and informal groups. Combined with highly
respected rehab programs and redevelopment agencies, the
neighborhoods provide an excellent informal marketing mechanism.
Other more formal marketing is provided by lenders who handle the
loans and by contractors who rehab the homes. Administrators
also hold annual workshops to inform real estate and other
private sector people of the program. Rehab services are
delivered in a very streamlined manner giving as much
responsibility as feasible to the homeowner, contractor, and
lender.
From these programs and others we've studied and from our own
program experience, we recommend incorporating the features that
will best address our community's specific needs.

(8)
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It should be noted, however, that significant limitations to
potential rehabilitation funding sources are included in current
federal budget and tax proposals. Should those limitations be
enacted, a major re-thinking of program goals will be necessary.
We have attempted to indicate potential problem areas along these
lines throughout the attached Action Program report;
Phasing

Since the evaluation recommendations signal a significant shift
in goal and operation of the rehab program, we should implement
changes to the program in two phases. The first phase should
focus on changing the owner-occupied program, since our greater
expertise and experience lie in that area. When these changes
are operational, we should make similar alterations to the
renter-occupied program.
During the second phase, we should pursue strategies to address
the need for rental rehabilitation identified in the Evaluation.
If the owner-occupied bond program has succeeded, we should
increase the amount of the issue and allocate a portion of the
funds to the rental program. Simultaneously, we should develop a
program to actively identify projects where bond financing will
neither displace low-income tenants through rent increases nor
eliminate profitability for the owners.
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

In light of our consultant's findings on the need for
rehabilitation in Sacramento City and County, we should employ
the quickest, most cost effective method for conserving existing
housing as well as the financing techniques that will produce the
most rehabbed units for the funds available. Our research and
study convince us that the program changes described in detail in
both the Rehabilitation Evaluation and the Action Plan provide
the best method of reaching our new program goals. However, we
should also recognize that these policies and procedures must
remain flexible; as we learn and as conditions change, we will
surely need to make additional improvements. We believe the
proposed changes create foremost a strong affordable housing
program for low-income persons as well as provide the necessary
support to ongoing comprehensive neighborhood improvement
programs.

(9)
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The following summarizes the program changes recommended in
Exhibit B, of this report:
A.

Issue tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds to increase funds
for housing rehabilitation loans.

B.

Offer financial assistance packages as described on Table
I to assist qualified owner occupants rehabilitate their
homes.

C.

Qualify applicants by using income of occupants only.

D.

Seek agreement from the lenders involved in making our
rehab loans to utilize more liberal underwriting
criteria.

E.

Streamline the delivery of rehabilitation services by
improving intake and screening; shifting responsibilities
where practicable to the homeowner, lender, and
contractor; decreasing non-essential inspections;
eliminating bonding requirements; increasing the withhold
to 20 percent of the contract; and developing an
efficient data collection, storage, and reporting system.

F.

Seek the involvement of more private lenders in the rehab
program.

G.

Develop a program to replace housing that is too
deteriorated to rehabilitate.

H.

Select one staff person whose primary responsibility will
be marketing the program; place special emphasis on
selectively marketing in the target and project areas.

I.

Set annual goals for (1) individual loan and grant
programs by expenditures, (2) overall program production
by units, and (3) individual staff member by cases.

J.

In both budgeting and accounting, separate staff time
allocated to special projects from that allocated to the
regular rehab program.

K.

Continue the pilot concentrated rehab program in target
areas in conjunction with a pilot "paint rebate" program.

L.

Assign responsibility to one staff person for
identifying, evaluating, and procuring financial
resources for housing rehabilitation.

M.

Make efforts to improve the public's perception of the
program.
(10)
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FINANCIAL DATA

This action reinforces the recommendations of the 1985 Housing
Rehabilitation Evaluation to approve development of significant
increases in funds for rehabilitation.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

This report is exempt from environmental review; the
rehabilitation program itself receives environmental review
annually prior to implementation.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Approval of the attached resolution approves the recommendations
of this staff report and program changes and work program
contained in the Phase II Report of the 1985 Rehabilitation
Evaluation. This report provides the procedures and mechanisms
for implementing the policies proposed in the 1985 Housing
Rehabilitation Evaluation report; those policies place primary
emphasis on rehabilitating as many units as possible in order to
provide housing for low-income residents while still providing
incentives for target area revitalization.
VOTE AND RECOMMENDATION OF COMMISSION

At its regular meeting of 10-28-85 , the Sacramento Housing
and Redevelopment Commission adopted a motion recommending
adoption of the attached resolution. The votes were as follows;
AYES: Glud, Luttrell, Moose, Pettit, Teramoto4
Wooley, Angelides
NOES:
None
ABSENT: Amundson, Lopez, Sanchez, Walton
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RECOMMENDATION

The staff recommends approval of the attached resolution which
(1) approves and adopts the Phase II Report of the 1985 Housing
Rehabilitation Program Evaluation and this attached staff report
and (2) instructs staff to support all efforts to strengthen
health nuisance and substandard building abatement in target
areas.
Respectfully submitted,
COSLL.441 iq 5

H. EDGA
Executive Director

WILLIAM

TRANSMITTAL TO COUNCIL:

J. SL
City Manager

WALTER
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S LUTION No.

or..5--S91

Adopted by The Sacramento City Council on date of
November 19, 1985
1985 HOUSING REHABILITATION PROGRAM EVALUATION
(Phase II Report)
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO:

Section I: The Phase II Report: Action Program ofthe
1985 Housing Rehabilitation Program Evaluation, including its
program changes, work program and the recommendations in the
staff report is hereby approved and adopted.
Section . 2: Staff is hereby instructed to support all
efforts to strengthen health nuisance and substandard building
abatement in target areas.

a

MAYOR

ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
z:ccc.strpt4n

RESOLUTION NO.

85-103

ADOPTEDBYTHEREDEVELOPMENTAGENCYOFTHECITYOFSACRAMENTO
ON DATE OF

November 19, 1985
1985 HOUSING REHABILITATION PROGRAM EVALUATION
(Phase II Report)
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY
OF SACRAMENTO:
Section 1: The Phase II Report: Action Program of the
1985 Housing Rehabilitation Program Evaluation, including its
program changes, work program and the recommendations in the
staff report is hereby approved and adopted.
Section 2: Staff is hereby instructed to support all
efforts to strengthen health nuisance and substandard building
abatement in target areas.

0

CHAIR

ATTEST:

G041,

, ,,,_,
A .-SECRETARY

z:racsc.strpt4n

RESOLUTION No.
Adopted by The Sacramento City Council on date of
November 19, 1985
1985 HOU G REHABILITATION PROGRAM EVALUATION

BE IT RESOLVED B THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO:
Section 1:
II • eport: Action Program of the
The Pha
1985 Housing Rehabilitation Pr
am Evaluation, including its
program changes, work progr
nd the attached staff report is
hereby approved and adopted.
Section 2: Sta
is hereby instructed to support all
efforts to strengthe health nuisance and substandard building
abatement in target
eas.

MAYOR

\\\\

ATTEST:
CITY CLERK
z.:cco.strptAn

RS3

VED

THE CI I COUNCfL

opp

1C-E o F Ti4

CITY CLERK E
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RESOLUTION NO.
ADOPTED BY THE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO
ON DATE OF

November 19, 1985
1985 HOUSING R ABILITATION PROGRAM EVAtUATION

BE IT RESOLVED BY HE R VELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY
OF SACRAMENTO:
Section 1: The P ase II IWort: . Action Program of the
1985 Housing Rehabili -tion Program Evaluation, including its
program changes, wor program and the\attached staff report is
hereby approved a
adopted.
Sec on 2:
Staff is hereby instructed to support all
efforts to trengthen health nuisance and \substandard building
in target areas.
abateme

\ CHAIR
ATTEST:
SECRETARY
z:racsc.strpt4n
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EXHIBIT A.

SACRAMENTO HOUSING AND REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
1985 HOUSENG REEA3TLITATION PROGRAM EVALUATION
SPECIFICETCGRUICHANCES

Planning and Policy Development Deoartment
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Division
July 1935
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PHASE II REPORT: ACTION PROGRAM
1985 HOUSING REHABILITATION PROGRAM EVALUATION
PROGRAM CHANGES, FUNDING PLAN, AND WORK PROGRAM
Recommendations
To fulfill the recommendations of the 1985 housing rehabilitation
evaluation, the following changes should be made to our housing
rehabilitation program.
A. Housing Rehabilitation Bond _Program
Issue tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds to increase funds for
housing rehabilitation loans. In conjunction with our next
single-family mortgage revenue bond issue,* we will issue an
additional $1 million each City and County to fund loans areawide
to qualified owner-occupants as described in the next section
(Financial Assistance Packages). Because interest paid to the
bond holders will be exempt from federal income tax, the program
will be able to obtain these funds at lower than market rate
interest and, therefore, to pass these savings on to homeowners.
The program will seek the participation of at least one local
lender. For a fee, the lender will originate loans using its own
credit standards and will service these loans. Upon completion
of construction, each loan will be purchased by the program with
bond funds. Alternatively, the program could lend bond proceeds
to lenders who in turn would make loans to individual owners.
The exact bond program will depend on what can be negotiated with
a private lender or lenders.
In order to assure bondholders that their bonds will be paid back
even if the individual owners default, we will seek to insure tiit.
loans under FHA Title I insurance. Otherwise, or in addition, a
reserve fund account financed with CDBG** funds may be required.

Under the "Treasury II" tax proposal currently being
promulgated by the Reagan Administration, the tax exempt
status of mortgage revenue bonds would be eliminated,
effective January 1, 1986. Should this proposal be adopted
our strategy will have to be reconsidered.
** The Administration's budget proposal calls for an effective
15 percent reduction in this program. This will place
greater emphasis on leveraging programs but, at the same
time, may reduce our overall rehabilitation capabilities.

(

1 6 )

If the initial rehabilitation bond program is successful, in
future years we will increase the amount of the issue and the
number of participating private lenders. Ideally, lenders
located throughout the area would originate loans, thereby
increasing the chance that borrowers could use a lender in their
own community rather than one located "downtown". With a future
larger issue, we could also consider writing down the interest
rate with CDBG funds to provide a portion of the bond funds for
loans to owners below 80 percent of median. This would be
especially advisable if it would provide better leverage of our
CDBG funds than any lump-sum drawdown agreement we could
negotiate with a bank.
Issuance of bonds will provide the funds necessary to
significantly improve our production and to assist a much broader
range of owners whose homes need conservation, including many who
are now above program income requirements.
B. Financial Assistance Packages
Offer financial assistance packages as described below to assist
owner occupants rehabilitate their homes. (These packages are

also displayed on Table I.)
1.

For owners earning up to 120 percent of area median*
residing anywhere in the City or County, bond-financed loans
will be made for eligible improvements the owner desires.
Eligible improvements are those approved for FHA Title
Loans, generally defined as work that becomes a permanent
part of the real estate but is not a luxury. (See Table II
for a full list of eligible and ineligible improvements.)
The Title I Loan ceiling of $15,000 and maximum term of 15
years will also apply. For these loans, which we will call
Regular Loans, the interest rate will be the tax exempt rate
plus servicing costs.

2.

For owners living anywhere in the City or County whose
incomes do not exceed 80 percent of area median (currently
$15,300 for a one-person household or $21,850 for a
four-person household) three loan programs will be offered
depending on funding availability and the owner's ability to
repay:

c'
* Following state tax-exempt bond law, area median income will
be tied to that for our single-family mortgage revenue bond
program; it is currently $31,916.

(17)

(a) Subsidized Loans will be made for 15 years at 3%
interest, first, to paint the exterior and correct life
threatening deficiencies* and, second, to correct other code
deficiencies and make general property improvements desired
by the owner. Originally, these loans will be financed
through our leveraging agreement which uses CDBG funds to
reduce the interest rate on private bank funds. In later
years Subsidized Loans may be financed from bond funds,
written down with CDBG funds in the form of deferred, 0%
interest loans.
(b) Section 312 Loans** up to $27,000 will be made for 20
years at 3% interest, first to correct all code deficiencies
and, second, to make the general property improvements the
owner desires. These loans will be funded with Section 312
allocations as available and will follow all requirements
of that HUD program.
(c) Direct Loans will be made for 15 years at 0% interest to
paint the exterior and correct life threatening'and other
code deficiencies. These loans will be financed with CDBG
funds. They will be deferred for the full 15-year term and
forgiven incrementally, one-third every five years as long
as the borrower lives in the home. If the home is sold, the
unforgiven principal will be due and payable; however, if
the owner moves and rents the house, the loan will be repaid
on a schedule arranged by the program staff based on a share
of the rental income. Staff will review these loans every
five years.

* Defined as deficiencies that threaten the life of the
occupants such as bare, sparking electrical wiring,
dry-; rotted floors that threaten to collapse, faulty
heating equipment, unsupported roofs or porches, etc.
** The Administration's budget calls for elimination of this
program.

(IS)
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SUBSIDIZED WRNS*

312

Source: of Funds

Bond Funds

CDPG/Private lender via
leverage agreement.

Section 312

CDBG

Imam Limit

Up to 120% of median
inooMe

00% of median income

80% of median income

00% of median who are:
(1)aged 62 or older; or
(2)others who can't
afford payments.

Interest Rate

Bond interest rate plus
1.5%

3%

3%

0% deferred/forgivable

Maximum Loan

$15,000 (FHA Title I

$27,000 total
public milosidy

$27,000"

$27,000 total public
subsidy

Term

15 years

15 years

20 years"

15 years (Incrementally
forgiven: 1/3 each fifth
year if owner still lives
in home)

None

Paint Exterior/Correct
life threatening
deficiencies.

Pr verty Pelob
St indards (code
ard overcrowding)

Paint Exterior/Correct
life threatening
deficiencies.

Eligible improvements

FHA eligible bnproveeents
(Generally, work that will
be a permanent part of the
real estate; see Table II).

Property Rehab Standards
(code and overcrowding)
General Property bmprovements

General Property
Improvements (GPI)

Property Rehab Standards
(code and overcrowding)

Property Location

Anywhere in City or County

Anywhere in City or County

An:where in City or
Cc1nty.

Anywhere in City or
County.

Required

rprovements

IfiAr4S -0

DIRECT ION4S0

* These three loans will be coMbined as necessary for qualified owners (80% of median) basei on their ability to repay, as follows:
1. For owners aged 62 or o1der Dit..1 Loans will fund eligible bmprovements: painting the exterior, correcting life threatening
and other code deficiencies, and alleviating overcrowding; general property improvements must be financed with a Section 312 or
Subsidized Loan to be repaid in monthly installments.
2. For owners under 62 years of age, Section 312 funds Will be used until depleted and then Subsidized Icons will be used to

finance the amount the owner can af ford to repay on a 15-year amortization schedule; affordability will be based on the amount that
30 percent of the 'owner's income can support after subtracting current housing costs (mortgage payments, taxes, insurance and
utilities). If additional funds are necessary to correct potentially life threatening or other code deficiencies and/or to paint
the exterior, a Direct Loan at 0 percent interest, deferred and forgivedble, may be made as e "piggyback" Iron.

** According to Section 312 regulations.

TABLE II
Page 1
PEA CLASS 1 LOAN
Eligible Improvements
Eligible improvements that may be made closely correspond to the
rehabilitation priorities established by local rehabilitation
programs supported by COBG funds. Specifically, the eligible
improvements for Class 1 loans include:
• enlarging a structure;
• repairing or replacing plumbing and electrical systems;
• improving hearing systems, such as installation of stoves, oil
burners, or coal, gas and electrical systems;
• painting and plastering;
• insulating, including installation of siding and awnings;
• installing new bathrooms, kitchens, living rooms, bedrooms,
and closets (built-in kitchen equipment is eligible in
residential structures);
• repairing or replacing roofs, ceilings, windows, stairways,
floors, and carpets (carpets, must be affixed as permanent
parts of the real estate);
• grading and landscaping, permanent lawn sprinkler systems,
constructing private sidewalks, curbs, fences, and driveways;
installing a septic tank or cesspool; drilling a well and
installing pumping equipment and piping (these improvements
must he on property occupied by the structure);
• constructing an attached building, such as a garage, for a
completed house;
• installing solar energy systems and other energy-conserving
improvements.
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Ineligible Improvements

TABLE II
Pa g e 2

HUD has determined that certain types of improvements cannot be
financed through Title 1 because they are luxury items, do not
improve the basic livability of a dwelling, or are not a
permanent part of the realt y . . Items that cannot be financed with
a Title 1 loan include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

barbecue pits
bathhouses
burglar alarms or burglar protection bars
dumbwaiters
demolition of structure, unless the purpose is to improve
the existing structure remaining on the property
farm or dairy equipment (except bulk milk tanks and milk
coolers)
equipment and machinery such as presses, drills, lathes,
and similar items used in industrial or commercial
establishments
flower boxes
greenhouses (unless commercial greenhouses)
airplane hangars
kennels
kitchen appliances that are designed and manufactured to
freestanding and are not permanently affixed as an
integral part of a residential structure
outdoor fireplaces or hearths
penthouses
photo. murals
radiator covers or enclosures
stands
steam cleaning or exterior surfaces
swimming pools
television antennas
tennis courts
tree surgery
valance or cornice boards
waterproofing of a structure by pumping or injecting a
substance into the earth near or under basements,
foundations, or floors.
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These three loans (Subsidized, Section 312, and . Direct) will
be combined as necessary based on the borrower's age and
ability to repay. For owners aged 62 or older, Direct
Deferred Loans will fund all eligible code improvements:
painting the exterior, correcting life threatening and other
code deficiencies, and alleviating overcrowding. If the
owner wishes to make general property improvements, these
repairs must be financed with a Section 31.2 or Subsidized
Loan to be repaid in monthly installments. As now, these
loans may be assumed by income-qualified heirs under the
foregoing guidelines (except, .of course, Section 312 loans).
For owners under 62 years of age, Section 312 funds will be
used for eligible applications until depleted and then
Subsidized Loans will be used to finance the amount the
owner can afford to repay on a 15-year amortization
schedule; affordability will be based on the amount that 30
percent of the owner's income can support after subtracting
current housing costs (mortgage payments, taxes, insurance,
and utilities). If additional funds are necessary to
correct potentially life threatening or other code
deficiencies and/or to paint the exterior, a Direct Loan at
0% interest, deferred and forgivable, may be made as a
"piggyback" loan.
(In order to encourage housing preservation in selected
sections of Oak Park and Del Paso Heights Project Areas, the
Redevelopment Division is preparing an exterior paint and
painting equipment cash rebate to owners who participate in
the housing rehab program. Rebates will be paid from tax
increment funds. To qualify for the rebate, owners must
apply for the Concentrated Housing Rehabilitation program;
those with incomes of 80 percent of median or less will
automatically be apprised of life threatening, overcrowding,
and other code deficiencies as described later in this
report. However, according to program requirements, they
will only be required to correct potentially life
threatening problems and, of course, to paint the exterior.)
3.

Loan maximum for the newly structured loan program is
recommended to be the higher of:
a. $27,000 per unit. This maximum includes all public
subsidy (deferred loan and direct public subsidy of
private loans) but not private funds contributed to the
rehabilitation, or

(2
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b.

100% of the housing debt to after rehabilitation value.

c.

It is further recommended that a waiver policy of the
$27,000 loan maximum be established to address
circumstances wherein more than $27,000 is required to
address all code issues (example: room additions to
alleviate overcrowding) or where historic preservation
requirements add to the cost of rehabilitation. The
recommended waiver process would he as follows:

(1) Rehabilitation staff makes a finding of need for funds
above $27,000 (but not exceeding 100% of after
rehabilitation value) to correct code deficiencies
and/or meet historic requirements.
(2.) The findings are reviewed by the Executive Director for
reasonableness and accountability and forwarded to the
Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Commission. for
approval.
Staff believes that reasonable flexibility is required
to reduce arbitrary "turn-downs" of loans which
otherwise benefit low-income persons and meet our
program objectives.
4-

will retain the current grant program for retrofitting
the homes of households having a handicapped member. This
grant of $5,000 maximum is available City/Countywide to
renter or owner households earning 80 percent of median or
less.

We

5. . We will also retain the current emergency repair grant
program (ERP) but expand its availability to 80 percent of
median income households throughout the City and County.
This change will solve the immediate problem of Ssi
hc.Useholds outside of target areas being over income and
also make ERP ,eligibility conform to that for the rehab loan
program.
These financial assistance packages support our major goal of
increasing productivity and they address many of the needs
identified in the evaluation.
Providing Regular Loans with tax-exempt bonds will:
. substantially increase the potential. number of units we
can rehabilitate annually;
. provide affordable financing to owners whose homes need
repair but who cannot afford private loans; and
.qualify many owners.who are now turned away because their
incomes-exceed 80 percent of median.
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Combining the other three loans will:
.encourage participation by making home improvement
affordable; and
.stretch the available CDBG rehab dollars by basing the
deferred amount on the ratio of housing costs to income
rather than automatically deferring the total amount or
providing a grant.
Including deferment and forgiveness features will:
.provide for repairing homes of credit worthy owners who
cannot afford increases in their housing costs;
.encourage permanency and the building of strong
neighborhoods;
. reduce the fear of liens which is especially prevalent
among senior citizens and;
.allow for program recovery of funds if the owner moves.
Changing required improvements to painting the exterior and
correcting life threatening deficiencies will:
.encourage participation by. allowing owners to borrow the
amount they feel they can afford;
.reduce dropouts now resulting from owners' unwillingness
to assume a debt or lien large enough to correct all code
deficiencies; and
.increase the number of units that can be rehabilitated
with a limited amount of public funds.
Providing more flexible loan maximums (except for that mandated
by HUD on 312 loans) will allow owners to borrow the full amount
necessary to fix all code violations and make other improvements
they feel they can afford.
Overall, these financing mechanisms will:
.serve our goal of low-income housing production by funding
rehab for low-income owners wherever they live;
. treat people with similar incomes equally regardless of
property location;
.address the County's widely dispersed need by eliminating
target area location reauirements; and
.target affordable assistance in the City's areas of
greatest need by offering deferred, forgivable
loans and paint rebates.
2

)

C.

Income Qualifzing

For all of the above loans, qualify applicants by using the
income of the occupants only, in cases where one or more of the
owners does not reside in the home. Income would be determined by

adding projected gross income from all sources of all occupants
except minors*. Where the income in question-is contributed in
substantial part toward the maintenance of the household and
where the recipient of such income may reasonably be expected to
continue as a member of the household for a substantial portion
of the term of the loan, such income will be included in
establishing the borrower's income.
Qualification using occupants' income only is employed
successfully by both Allegheny County and Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, and by Fort Worth, Texas, three of the most
successful and productive rehab programs in the country. This
approach would serve our goal of conserving the existing housing
stock of low-income people since many low - income households are
headed by divorced or deserted females whose husbands are
physically absent although still listed on the property title.
It would also reduce Administrative time now used to obtain
.income information from absentee owners, and it would eliminate
ineligibility based on income from children, parents or others on
the title who do not actually contribute to family income.
D.

Underwriting Criteria

Seek agreement from the lenders involved in making ourrehab
Loans to utilize more liberal underwriting standards. Staff

believes that owners who want to improve their homes, have enough
disposable income to make the payments, and have a good credit
rating should be candidates to help us meet the goal of
conserving our existing housing. To this end, staff recommends
that clients with strong credit ratings be assigned a higher
i ncome to debt-ratio. Additionally,-we will seek to encourage
the banks to accept 100% housing debt to after rehab value as
part of their underwriting criteria. Over the long-term, loan
guarantees and/or compensating balance financing methods should
be developed in order to encourage more widespread participation

of private lending institutions, while still providing
underwriting standards for high risk applicants.

It will still be necessary, however, to obtain signatures on
the loan documents of all persons on the title.

E. Streamlining Rehabilitation Services
In order to increase production and program efficiency without
increasing administrative overhead, we recommend "streamlining"
the program delivery process. Streamlining in housing
rehabilitation parlance has come to mean the elimination of
duplicative and unnecessary tasks and the delegation of
appropriate duties to other responsible parties while maintaining
essential controls. As noted in the recent evaluation and in
previous evaluations of the County's housing rehab program,
administrative costs per case have been and remain quite high;
this results from substantial involvement of the program staff at
each step of the rehab process.
In the early years of public rehab programs, emphasis nationwide
was on code compliance and meticulous control of cases by staff.
This led to expensive, staff-intensive programs that left the
homeowner a relative bystander. In recent years, however, in
response to decreasing funds for rehabilitation, HUD has
encouraged streamlining as a method to increase or, at least,
maintain production.
Several jurisdictions have developed . a streamlined approach to
efficiently accommodate the normal or best cases while
maintaining the Capacity to handle cases that are unusual or
difficult or where the homeowner requires extra assistance. In
summary, effective streamlining ensures accountability for public
expenditures while shifting responsibility where practicable to
the homeowner, contractor, and cooperating, private lender.
The following changes to streamline Our current delivery proceas
are recommended:*
1.

Intake'

Assign one staff .person intake responsibilities. This person
should know the programs thoroughly and be able to explain them
in a positive manner and to ascertain the caller's basic
eligibility such as income. If the caller appears to qualify,
the intake officer will mail pre-application materials with
instructions to call for an appointment to start the process if
still interested after reading the information and completing the
pre-application steps.
At this point responsibility will rest with the homeowner who
must read the material, decide to proceed, and make an
appointment to initiate an application.

* These streamlined tasks are also shown in flow chart form
on Table III.
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TABLE III
FLOW CHART

ar RB3/44ENDED STRFAMLINED ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Processing Step

Participants
Program Staff

Ficrreowner

Lender

Step 1
Intake

• Explains programs
• Pre-qualifies caller's
property location and income
• Matches caller to program
• Mails pre-application
materials
• Instructs caller to call for
appointment upon completion of
pre-application steps. •

• Places call

• ProVides information

Step 2
Screening/Determination of
Eligibility and Type of
Assistance

Reviews program requirements,
advantages, and pitfalls.
Discusses project feasibility
and financing:
Verifies ownership, occupant's
income and credit history.
Determines owner's willingness
and ability to proceed.
• For Regular Loans:
. Completes program eligibility certificate.
• For Subsidized Loans:
• Obtains preliminary lender
approval.
• Forwards to rehab tech.
• For Subsidized and Direct Loans:
• Completes Data Input Sheet
• Forwards case to loan officer
and rehab tech.

. Makes appointment With finance

specialist

Provides all necessary documents
and coMpleted forms.

.

Conducts preliminary review

Contractor

TABLE III
FLOWCHART OF ROU/4411NDFID SITWOUJNED ROLM AND RESPONSIBILITIFS
Participants

Processing Step
Program Staff

Hcnrowner

Lender

Contractor

Step 3
Inspection
Regular Loans
Subsidized Loans and
Direct Loans

•
•
•
•

• Inspects property with rehab
Schedules inspection
tech.
Inspects property
• Reviews findings with tech.
Prepares deficiency list
Provides homeowner with
inspection report, work
specifications manual, contract form, and borrower's guide
to finding a contractor and
negotiating a contract.
Specifies deadline for submission to lender or program.

Step 4
Contractor Selection
Regular loans

Subsidized and Direct
loans

• Reviews docunents for cost
reasonableness and inclusion
of required work.
• Verifies contractor meets
requirements.
• Approves proposal
• Notifies hcrneavmer

. Obtains proposal(s)
(work writups and costs)
and eligibility information
from contractors.
. Selects contractor

• Inspects home with
homeowner.
. Prepares work writeup
. Gives cost
• Provides evidence of
insurance and licensing to homeowner.

. Obtains proposal (s)
and eligibility information
from contractors.
. Selects contractor
. Provides selected proposal
and contractor information
to program.

. Same four steps as
for regular loans
above.

TABLE III
FLOW CHART OF RBOOMMENDED STREVILINED ROLES AND RiSTONSIBILITIES
Processing Step

Participants
Program Staff

Harrieowner

Lender

Step 5
Financial Review and Underwriting
Regular loans

Subsidized loans
Direct loans

. Forwards program approval
of proposal to lender
. Confirms credit rating
. Orders title report
. Approves final application
• Takes to Agency Loan
Committee
• Transmits package to lender.
• Assists in establishing
escrow account

• Applies to lender for loan
• Submits all necessary documents
to lender.
• Attends loan closing

• Performs all underwriting
and review steps.
• Approves loan
• Holds closing
• Disburses funds as agreed
upon with owner..

• Same as for regular leans
above.

. Same as for regular loans above.
• Reviews package, conducts
verifications required in
underwriting.
• Approves package
• Prepares necessary
documents
. Closes loans
• Establishes escrow account

Contractor

TABLE III
FLOW CRAM, CV RECCIVIENOED STREAMLINED ROLES AND RESPONSIBMITIES
Participants

Processing Step

lianeminer

Program Staff

Lender

Contractor

Step 6
Construction Management
and Disbursement of Funds
Regular Loans

• Performs inspection prior
. to program purchase of loan
from lender.

• Monitors construction
• Arranges for payments
to contractor as agreed
with lender.
• Calla program for final
• inspection.
• Signs affidvait verifying
completion.

. Disburses funds as agreed . Performs construction
. Provides lien waivers
with owner
and warranties

Subsidized loans

• Performs inspection prior
to disbursement of final
payment and withhold.

• Mbnitors construction
• Requests payments according
to contract.
• Calls program for final
inspection.
• Signs affidavit verifying
completion.

• Disburses funds as agreed : Performs construction
. Provides lien waivers
with owner. .
and warranties

Direct loans

• Bolds preconstruction
conference.
• Notifies contractor to proceed.
. Performs progress inspeCtion
when payment is necessary (or
when requested by owner).
• Obtains owner's signature on
payment voucher..
. Transmits voucher to lender
or escrow service.
Verifies submission of lien
wavers and warranties.
• Arranges for payment of withhold-

. Attends pre-construction
conference
• Executes agreement to proceed

. Disburses funds as agreed • Attends pre-construction conference.
mith Program and owner.
• Performs construction

•
•
•
•

Monitors daily construction
Requests payments
Signs payment. voucher
Signs affidavit verifying conpletion.

• Initiates request for
payment.
- Provides lien wavers
and warranties.

2- Application Screening
Consolidate application screening under one staff person whom we
will call a finance-specialist. When the owner initiates the
process by making an appointment, the finance specialist will
thoroughly explain the advantages and disadvantages of rehab and
assure-that the owner has submitted all of the necessary
documents. The finance speci.alist's charge will be to qualify.
seriously interested applicants for the proper loan program and
to prevent the merely curious from proceeding into the process.
Upon completion of this screening, applicants for fully
bond-financed loans will be equipped to proceed relatively
independently to obtain a contractor, work write-up and loan;
applicants for Subsidized Loans will be given an appointment with
the rehab technician who will determine necessary and desirable
rehab work; and applicants for Direct and 312 Loans will be given
an appointment with the rehab tech while their loan application
simultaneously receives final documentation and approval.
Consolidation and improvement-of the function of screening and
qualifying applicants is recommended as a method of reducing the
waste- of staff time on cases that drop out later in the process
because of owner apathy or ineligibility. To further ensure the
application's potential for funding in bank-financed loans, we
should seek agreement from our cooperating lender(s) to
preliminarily review the case at this juncture.
3. Initial Inspection
Reduce the number of inspections per case and use deficiency
lists rather than full work write-ups, where practicable.•
For Regular Loans preliminary inspections and deficiency lists
may be required . in accordance with bond underwriting and lender
criteria for the program. However, since this essentially is a
privately financed program, streamlining of a%:ministrative
processes is recommended. At a minimum, staff recommends that,
during screening, the owner receive instructions on how to find
and select a contractor, obtain a work-writeup, negotiate
contract, and apply for a loan through the cooperating private

lender. An inspection will be required prior to Agency purchase
of the note from the lender. This inspection will confirm that
the work mandated by the contract has been completed; at the same
time the rehab technician will obtain the owner's affidavit that
the work has - been accomplished.
For owners who wish, prelimil , ary inspection by a staff member

could be made available. However, emphasis should be on
encouraging owner independence and control over the entire
process and reducing program involvement to reasonable technical
assistance and monitoring.
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For Subsidized Loans, the rehab technician will inspect the home
with the owner, identifying deficiencies to be corrected in
order to meet program standards and advising the owner of other
needed work. Using this deficiency list and the program's work
specifications manual, the owner will then proceed, as those in
the Regular Loan Program to obtain a contractor, work write-up,
cost quotation, contract, and loan within a set time-period.
Before approval of the loan, Agency staff will review the
contract for cost reasonableness and inclusion of all required
work.
Throu g hout construction, the homeowner has responsibility for
day-to-day monitoring of the contractor's work. Only upon
completion will the owner schedule an inspection by the rehab
technician who will assure that all the , work is finished.
For Direct Loans and 312 Loans the process will be the same as

for Subsidized Loans, except that inspections will include two or
three progress inspections depending upon the size of the job and
the number of progress payments. In all cases, progress payments
and, therefore, inspections should be held to a minimum.

Elimination of meticulous work write-ups and reduction of
•inspections by the rehab staff will encourage a closer working
relationship between the homeowner and the contractor as well as
free the technician to handle more cases.
4. Selecting a Contractor
Retain responsibility with the homeowner for selection of a
contractor but additionally give the homeowner responsibility for
soliciting a proposal or proposals. The homeowner will be

advised to solicit and consider more than one proposal in order
to obtain the best possible price, but no longer will the program
require multiple proposals. Instead, the emphasis will be on the
homeowner feeling comfortable with the contractor and with the
iMprovements.
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Proposals will be accepted from any contractor so long as s/he is
licensed and carries worker compensation and liability insurance.
Bonding will not be required. Homeowners needing help in
locating a contractor will be referred by the program to the
State Licensing Board, contractors' associations, and other
private sources and advised to talk with others who have
contracted for home improvements. The Housing Rehab staff will
also continue to maintain a list of qualified, licensed
contractors with strong references. The list can be distributed
to homeowners upon request; however, final contractor selection
will rest with the homeowner.
Armed with the borrowers' guide supplied by the rehab tech at the
initial inspection (or by the finance specialist for Regular Loan
applicants), the owner will seek an acceptable proposal. The
borrowers' guide will include (1) instructions on how to find a
contractor and obtain a bid, (2) licensing and insurance
requirements for the contractor, (3) contract document, and (4)
instructions to the contractor.
Those who qualify for Regular Loans will decide what improvements
they desire, obtain a work write-up and cost estimate from one or
more contractors, select a contractor, and, working with the
contractor' and private lender, proceed to obtain a loan and
execute a contract.
Owners who qualify for Subsidized, 312 or Direct loans will
contact one or more contractors and give them the deficiency list
and work specifications manual. Using these documents the
contractors will prepare a work write-up and cost estimate. The
homeowner will then select a contractor and forward the proposal
and contractor qualifications to the rehab technician.
At this point the rehab tech will review the proposal in order to
ensure that the program's goal is met and that the homeowner's
interests are protected. First, the technician will verify that
the contractor meets program requirements; second, that all
required work is included; third, that the cost of repairs is
within the financial assistance available; and fourth, that costs
for each deficiency item are reasonable based upon standardized,
current costs keyed to work described in the work specifications
manual.
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This recommended shifting of responsibility to the homeowner for
soliciting proposals has achieved numerous goals for other
jurisdictions including:
.increasing the number of contractors participating in the
program;
. increasing the owner's interest and commitment;
:saving administration time and expense per case;
. establishing a strong relationship between the contractor
and the homeowner; and
. avoiding delays caused by bidding.
5. Financial Review and Underwriting
Continue to utilize the services of our cooperating private
lending institution to underwrite, approve, and close loans.
For Regular and Subsidized Loans, the private lender will perform
all steps necessary for making the loan, once the program has
verified owner eligibility. In order to maximize the advantages
of lender services and to avoid duplication of effort, we
recomMend no review df these loan applications by the Agency-Loan
CommitteeFor Direct Loans the loan officer will confirm the borrower's
credit rating, order the title report, finalize the applications,
and submit the entire package to the Agency Loan Committee for
approval. If the committee approves, the application will be
forwarded to the lender who will conduct the loan closing and,
with the assistance of the loan officer, establish the escrow
account..
The lender will also service both Regular and Subsidized loans;
our Direct Loans will be serviced as now through agreement with a

private escrow company. Staff will attempt to reach agreement
with private lenders to assume even more responsibility for
financial review and underwriting in order to permit our loan
staff to process more cases.
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. 6. Construction Management and Disbursement of Funds
Increase homeowner's responsibility for construction management;
increase withhold to 20 percent of contract price in lieu of
bonding requirements for contractors. As discussed earlier, in
the Regular and Subsidized Loan Programs construction management
and disbursement of funds will be handled by the owner upon
advice printed in the program's guide. The only exception Will
be that, prior to final disbursement of the subsidized loan, the
owner will call for a program inspection to verify completion of
all work and waiver of all liens.
For the Direct Loan Program, the rehab technician will conduct a
preconstruction conference at the site with both the owner and
contractor. From then on, the owner will. monitor the work on a
daily basis. The rehab technician will serve primaxiiy . as the
control point for disbursement of funds, inspecting prior to each
draw established in the contract upon request from the owner. If
the work is satisfactorily completed, the technician will arrange
payment to the contractor. NO advance payments will be made.
Throughout, twenty (20) percent of the Contract price will be
withheld. • As in the Subsidized Loan Program, this and the final
disbursement will be made only when the rehab technician
determines that all work is completed and redeives lien waivers
from the contractor.,
The increase from our current 10 percent to 20 percent for the
withhold is recommended as additional_protection in lieu of
bonding requirements. Such a withhold should discourage
contractors from walking off the job; it should also provide
resources to complete the job, if the contractor does quit.
As now, the contractor will have responsibility for obtaining
permits and building department inspections on permit work. We
expect that shifting responsibility for monitoring construction
and making appointz.vn ts for inspection to the homeowner TT.i.1.1
increase communication between owner and contractor thereby
reducing conflicts; all jurisdictions we contacted and those
surveyed by HUD report fewer homeowner — contractor disputes after

streamlining. If disputes do arise we could offer to suggest
However, we should do so without assuming
solutions.
responsibility for ultimate resolution of the conflict; this
responsibility must remain with the parties to the contract: the
owner and the contractor. Alternatively, we could recommend that
the parties seek help from the American Arbitration Association.
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7.

Recordkeeping and Reporting System

Continue the process begun during the early stages of this
evaluation to develop an efficient system of information
collection, storage, and processing.
An essential for management of any streamlined rehab program,
this system will provide timely and accurate information to
monitor individual cases, staff, and contractors and to monitor,
overall program progress and impact. it will give staff the
ability to (1) identify insufficiencies in the program, (2)
monitor productivity, (3) measure quantitative accomplishments,
(4) control the budget, (5) make marketing decisions, and 16)
prepare required reports.
8.

Summary of Streamlining Recommendations

We highly recommend streamlining because of its potential to
increase program efficiency and productivity thereby expanding
the impact on conservation of existing housing and provision of
shelter for those who have the greatest difficulty obtaining it.
Other jurisdictions have found that most homeowners, even those
most likely to become program participants, the elderly and the
poor, require only minimal assistance with their responsibilities
in a streamlined program. Most know what they want for their
homes; they feel confident to oversee the contractor's work and
to manage the loan money. Such increased invOlvement has
resulted in better homeowner understanding of the work and fewer
complaints. (For homeowners who need help, especially those with
mobility or language problems, we could make additional
assistance available. But, we should resist doing anything
owners can do for themselves.)
Contractor cost proposals have tended to be lower because
contractors need not compensate for delays caused ) .:, y mandatory
competitive bidding. Also, since contractors determine how to
correct deficiencies, they tend to stand more firmly behind their

work.

Administrative and other overhead costs per case have decreased
as has processing time. Fort Worth, Texas, reports doubling
program output the first year with a commensurate reduction in
per case administrative costs. Syracuse, New York, reports
reducing processing time by more than half.
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Although streamlining is not a panacea, it offers one of the best
techniques for meeting our housing rehabilitation need at a time
when public rehab dollars continue to decrease.
F.

Lender Involvement

Seek the involvement of more and/or different lenders who will
help us address Sacramento's immense need for housing
rehabilitation.

To maximize the advantages of private lender involvement with the
program, we will seek cooperation from additional local lenders;
such involvement should be especially appropriate as the bond
program grows. Specifically, we should seek association with
lenders who are located in our rehab emphasis areas and who
represent minority populations. Additionally, when the Agency's
leveraging agreement with First Interstate sank expires, we
should request proposals from the financial community to ensure
that we have the best possible financial services agreement for
our housing rehab loan program. At that time, we should compare
the interest subsidy and principal reduction methods of reducing
interest to our borrowers and seek the method that is easier to
market and that provides the best leverage ratio.
G.

Housing Replacement

Develop a program to replace housing that is so deteriorated as
to be infeasible for rehabilitation.

A problem faced by our housing rehabilitation program and similar

programs throughout the country is how to assist owners who wish
to rehabilitate their homes but whose houses are so structurally
deteriorated as to be more costly to repair than to replace. The
solution appears easy: build a new house. However, CDBG
regulations deny the use of grant funds for new construction.

Nevertheless,

we

understand that some localities have developed

and implemented housing replacement programs that meet their
respective unique local conditions and the- requirements of HUD.
We should research if and how we, too, can develop a housing
replacement program.
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H.

Marketing

Assign one staff person the responsibility for developing and
implementing a marketing plan and for seeking the involvement of
the private sector in marketing the program.
A major challenge to this program will be how, when, and where to
persuade owners to become participants. To meet this challenge,
greater emphasis should be placed on marketing. This can be
accomplished by selecting one person whose primary responsibility
will be developing a marketing plan and a strategy for
implementing it.- The plan should identify potential customers
and determine how and when to contact them; it should involve the
entire program staff; and it should be flexible enough to
accommodate changing conditions and new information.
Additionally, initiatives should be taken to enlist the cost-free
help of the private sector. For instance, opening up the program
to more home improvement contractors as recommended by this
report will furnish a huge, untapped resource for selling our
Loans. As they exploit the program for themselves they will also
advertise it for us. Another untapped resource is the private
lending community. If the rehabilitation bond program succeeds
as it has elsewhere, many more lending institutions will be
offering our loans to their qualified customers. Then they, too,
will market our program. •
I.

Annual Program Goal Setting

Set goals for (1) individual loan and grant programs by
expenditures, (2) overall program production by units, and (3)
individual staff member by cases.
In order to define and control the potential impact of the
program, staff will set program goals. First, expenditure goals
will be established by annually earmarking funds for each of the
individual loan and grant programs. Second, in conjunction with
expenditure goals numerical production goals will be determined
annually for rehabilitation of units by program- Third,
numerical production goals will be prescribed for processing of
cases by loan specialist and for management of cases by rehab
technician. These goals will provide staff control over the
program and criteria for evaluating progress.
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J.

Budgeting and Accounting for Special Projects

In both budgeting and accounting, separate staff time allocated
to special projects from that allocated to the regular rehab
program.
As noted in the evaluation, ' since 1962 considerable staff time

has been spent on much needed community improvements but ones
that are not reflected in the total units rehabilitated. Such
projects include the Locke Electrical Project, Sequoia Hotel
Renovation, South Area Emergency Housing Renovation, and
Washington Neighborhood Center Rehabilitation. So we can more
adequately assess the administrative costs of these projects,
they should be kept separate from the regular rehabilitation
cases in both accounting and budgeting.
K.

Pilot Concentrated Rehab Program

Staff recommends retaining the concentrated rehabilitation
program in target areas along with the attendant specialized
marketing. In Oak Park and Del Paso Heights the tax increment
funded "paint-rebate" program described above is recommended to
enhance the visibility and concentrated upgrading objectives of
the program.
L.

Increase Resources for Rehabilitation

Assign responsibility to one staff person for identifying,
evaluating, and procuring financial resources for housing
rehabilitation. The only missing ingredient for our formula to
preserve the existing housing stock is adequate affordable
financing; certainly, we have sufficient units needing rehab and
sufficient, or potentially sufficient, home improvement
contractors. Therefore, the City, the County, the Agency, and
the program should seek practicable methods for obtaining
additional rehab funds. For instance, we 1Tbould i=orporate all
available funding sources such as state and federal programs and
referrals for other usable public and private resources such as
HUD Section 203K loans and Neighborhood Housing Service. If the
federal government significantly reduces our traditional sources
for rehab funds and/or eliminates the tax-exempt status for rehab
bonds, we will need to research and develop alternative local
financing strategies.
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M.

Public Relations

Make efforts to improve the public's perception of the program.
A major difficulty that has plagued many housing rehab programs
is the task of building a strong public image and reducing fear
of "government" programs. We propose to begin to remedy this
situation by taking the following steps:
1.

Launch an outreach into our communities to communicate that
we are changing and improving our program and that we are
aiming toward benefiting neighborhoods and the entire
community through preservation of already existing
structures.

2.

Establish a dialogue with as many lending institutions as
possible to apprise them of our program and its goals and to
solicit their participation in mutually beneficial ways.

3.

Involve a larger proportion of housing rehabilitation
contractors and the real estate community in our program and
investigate the possibility of their assistance in marketing
our program.

4.

De-emphasize the SHRA and HUD connection in our housing
rehab program in order to diminish fears of large,
governmental agencies; refer instead to Sacramento's Housing
Rehabilitation Program or Home Improvement Program.

N. Estimated First-Year Funding Plan
The funding plans shown as Tables IV and V estimate funds
available for the first year that changes recommended by this
report are operational. Table IV lists the approximate funds
from all sources for the proposed owner-occupied loan and grant
programs and the number of units these funds could rehabilitate
For each the City and the County, it estimates $1,000,000 in CD8G
funds, $1,000,000 from the bond program, $200,000 in private bank
funds leveraged through our lump sum drawdown agreement, and
$300,000 in Section 312 allocations. These funds could finance
rehabilitation loans for approximately 203 units and retrofit and
ERP grants for approximately 184 units in each the City and the
County.
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TABLE IV

(cflem)

FIRST YEAR ESTIMATED COUNTY CF SACRAMENTO FUNDING PLAN
OWNERCOOUPTED PROGRAM

1LAN/GRANT

IDZATICH

CDBG

FUNDING SOURCE
BMUS

BANK

StkarICN 312

NUMBER OF LOANS/GRANTS
0 $10,000 PER LOAN;
$1200 PER ERP GRANT;
$4,000 PER RETPCFIT (NT)
$100,000*

100

Regular Loans

Areawide

Section 312 Loans

Areawide

Subsidized Loans

Axeawide

200,000

NHS Loans

NHS Area

100,000

20AA4

Direct Loans

Areawide

330,000

33

ERP Grants

Areawide

200,000

166

Retrofit Grants

Lreawide

70,000

18

TOTALS

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

$300,000**

40

$200,000

$1,000,000

$2001000

30

$300,000**

203 Total Loans
184 Total Grants .
359 Total Assisted
households
Effect of fund reductions:

Without bonds: 103 loans
- Sec 312 30
•
73
- NI-IS
20
53 loans
* TO cover cost of issuance and reserve.
** Recanmended for elimination by Senate.
*** The first year may not actually produce this number of loans; however, in future years we would hope NHS will rehab at least
20 units in its area.

TABLE IV (CITY)
FIRST YEAR ESTIMATED CITY OF SACRAMENTO FUNDING PLAN
OWNER7OCCUPIED PROGRAM
MAN/GRANT

LOCATION

CDBG

FUNDING SOURCE
BANK
StLa1ON 312
BONDS

Regular Loans

Areawide

$100,000*

$1,000,000

Section 312 Loans

Areawide

Subsidized Loans"

Areawide

200,000

NHS Loans

NI-IS Area

100,000

20***

Direct Loans

Areawide

330,000

33

ER? Grants

Areawide

200,000

166

Retrofit Grants

Areawide

70,000

18

TOTALS

100
$300,000**

$1,000,000

$200,000

30
40

$200,000

$1,000,000

NUMBER OF LOANS/GRANTS
(1@ $10,000 PER LOAN;
$1200 PER ERP GRANT;
$4,000 PER RETROFTT GRANT)

$300,000**

203 Total Loans
184 Total Grants
359 Total Assisted
households
Effect of fund reductions:
Without bonds: 101 loans
- Sec 312 30
73
NHS
20
53 loans

* TO cover cost of issuance and reserve.
** Reoannended for elimination by Senate.
*** The first year may not actually produce this number of loans; however, in future years we would hope NHS will rehab at least
20 units in its area.

TABLE V
CITY AND COUNTY
FIRST-YEAR ESTIMATED FUNDING PLAN
RTER-OCCUPIED PROGRAM
AMOUNT

FUNDING SOURCE
County.

CHFA

sa966

County Total

City
City Total

CHFA
58986

NUMBER OF UNITS
g $8,000 per unit

$ 900,000
.51,000

112
6

$. 930,000

118

$1,000,000
50,000

125
6

$1,050,000

131
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The renter-occupied funding plan (Table V) lists the approximate
funds from all sources and the number of units they could
rehabilitate. For the City, it estimates $1,000,000 from the
California Housing and Finance Agency (CHFA)* and $50,000 from
Senate Bill 966 allocations; this amount could rehabilitate about
131 rental units. For the County, the plan estimates $900,000
from CHFA* and $50,000 from SB966 to fund rehabilitation of about
118 units.
With these funds, total program production including both City
and County would be roughly 406 owner-occupied units, 368
retrofit and emergency repair cases, and 249 renter-occupied
units; this represents nearly four times the number of units

assisted in 1984.

However, if any of the funding sources should decrease or
disappear, our productivity will also drop, because without
funding for affordable loans, rehabilitation of houses becomes
impossible. For instance, without bond financing, annual
productivity would decrease by 100 Units and without Section 312
funds another 30 units could not be repaired. (Both•of these.
sources, Section 312 and tax-exempt rehab bonds, are threatened
by federal initiatives).
Even if funding from our traditional sources remains steady, a
large gap will still exist between the need and the number of
units we can assist. For example, at the rate of 203
owner-occupied cases and 131 renter-occupied cases per year in
the City as estimated in Table IV, 42 years would be required to
repair the approximately 14,000 units currently needing rehab not
including those units that will develop a need for rehab in the
future. Similarly, in the County, 12.5 years would be needed to
repair the 4,000 units now requiring rehab.
To address this inadequacy of funds, we recommend hiring a
consultant to analyze financial alternatives for housing
rehabilitation. Because Land Economics Group prepared our rehab
needs analysis and, therefore, is familiar with the magnitude of
the need and the financial circumstances of our residents, these
consultants seem the logical choice for this work. They would
consider existing public finance mechanisms, the potential for
additional leveraging of tax-exempt bonds, and the use of private
sector resources, (e.g., a surcharge on building permits). This
analysis would be prepared under a contract not to exceed $6,500.

*These are the respective 1985 allocations; however, future
funding is not assured.

)

O. WORK PROGRAM
The work program shown on Table VI identifies staff
responsibility and establishes a time frame for completion of the
tasks necessary to implement the recommendations of this report.
The dates contained in the time frame assume City Council and
Board of Supervisors' adoption of the rehab evaluation
recommendations in September 1985; should adoption occur later,
these dates will be adjusted commensurately.
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TABLE VI

NORK PRO„./?AM FOR IMEIMMITING RECMENIVITICNS CF THE 1985

RENAB EVALUATIGN

STAFF RE:SPCNSDIGE

TUEFRAM

Planning & Policy
Development Dept.
(Bina Lefkovitz)

September.November 1985

-Develop plan and procedure to issue

NOvember 1985
January 1986

.Develop policy anal, plan to involve lender
(or lenders) in making rehab loans from
bond funds.
.Negotiate agreement with lender(s).
-Develop necessary forms for purchase of
loans from lenders.

February 1986

.Issue bonds.

September DeceMber 1985.

•Discuss interest rate changes with F.I.B.

September December 1985

.Develop paint grant programs using taxincrement funds.

Issue bonds

Develop Financial
Assistance Packages

Rehab Division

Redevelopment Division

rehab bonds as supplement to next singlefamily issue.

and prepare contract amendment, if
necessary.

.Coordinate with Rehab Division for

marketing above program.
Qualify applicants
by incomes of occupants
only

Rehab Division

September . December 1985

.Develop system and forms for qualifying
Applicants by using income of applicants
only.

ACIIVITY

MINFF RESPCINSIBT_E

TIMEFRAME

TASK

Develop a housing
replacement program

Policy Planning
(Les Smith)

Octiaber 1985

.Research programs in other jurisdictions
and HUD-approved options.

March 1986

.Prepare a report on findings and
recommendations.

September 1985

.Select staff person whose prhmary
responsibility will be marketing.

Septenter December 1985

.Develop marketing plan for 1986.

Marketing

Rehab (TAC's/PAC's)

.Prepare work plan for 1986.
.Produce rarketing materials
.Train enti:e rehab staff in
their role in marketing..
Gbal setting

Rehab Division

December 1985

.Earmark funds for each loan
and grant program.
.Establish production goals
for loan officers and rehab
technicians for each month
of 1986.

Increase resources

Policy Planning and
Rehab

October 1985
on-going

.Assign staff responsibility for
identifying, evaluating, and
procuring additional funds for
rehab.

Policy Planning

November 1905

.Hire consuitant to analyze and
recommend funding alternatives.

ACTIVITY

STAFF RESPONSIBLE

TINEFRiNNE

Seek agreement from
lender to utilize
wore liberal underwriting standards.

Policy Planning

Septerdber 1985

October -

December 1985
Streamline Rehab
Services

Rehab Division

TASK

In cooperation with Rehab Division prepare
policy and supporting arguments for new
loan approval basis.
.Negotiate with F. 1.8. for agreement to

use new policy.

SepteMber October 1985

.Assign staff reponsibilities for (1) intake and (2) screening.

October -

.Develop procedures for intake and
screening.
.Train staff assigned above.
.Develop materials for deficiency
lists, work specifications manual,
and borrower's guide.
.Train rehab technicians in new
procedures.

Decekber 1985

Policy Planning
and Rehab

November December 1985

.Negotiate with F.I.B. for
preliminary loan approval
and provision of additional
financial review and under
writing services.

Develop data processing Policy Planning
system
(Les Smith)

September -

November 1985

.In cooperation with Rehab
Division develop first phase

computer program and data input
form.
Rehab Division

December 1985

.Train staff in reporting procedures

January 1986

.Institnte new system.

ACTIVITY

STAFF RESPCNSIBLE

TEMEFRAME

TASK

Public Relations

Rehab & CDRG

December 1985February 1986

.Present new programs and goals
to TAC's and PAC's.

January March 1986

.Develop plan for ongoing
community outreach program/ Select.
concentrated Rehab areas
(rAC's & PAC's).

March 1986

amplement plan.

March 1986 on-going .

.Develop plan for dialogue with
lenders and the real estate
community.

